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TASK LIST FOR END OF TENANCY CLEANING  

Whole property  

Ceiling: Cleaned off cobwebs  

Fan blades, fixtures, globes and lamps dusted 

All surfaces dusted and cleaned 

Walls: Cleaned free off cobwebs and light marks where possible  

Useful advice: for mildly soiled walls you may request our wall washing service / for 
heavily soiled walls you may request a painting service / heavily soiled and 
damaged walls may require a fixing and painting services.  

Switchers: cleaned free of marks where possible  

Windows: glasses and sills cleaned inside / frames and rails dusted / blinds by 
request 

Mirrors and glasses surfaces: Cleaned and polished 

Doors: Doors, frames and handles cleaned  

Closets: vacuumed and mopped  

Skirting boards: cleaned  

Hard floors: swept or vacuumed and mopped  

Carpeted floors: vacuumed  

Tasks for Bathroom  

All the applicable general tasks from 1st board  

Bathtub and shower: descaled, washed and left shining 

Toilet sit: cleaned and disinfected  

Washbasin: washed and left shining  

Cabinets: cleaned inside and outside 

Tiles ledges: cleaned  

Tiles around toilet, shower and bathtub cleaned and whitening 

Tasks for Bedroom  

- all general tasks from 1st board  

- Wardrobes and drawers cleaned inside and outside  

Tasks for Kitchen  

- all general tasks from 1st board  

- cupboards and drawers cleaned from top to bottom, inside and outside  

- all appliances cleaned outside and underneath when possible  

- descaling inside appliances is available by requesting – extra charge  

- all surfaces cleaned, degreased and sanitized  

- fridge, microwave, washing machine and dishwasher clean inside and outside  

Important: You must put the fridge to defrost in the night before we go for cleaning. 
Otherwise the overall cleaning costs will increase as it will takes longer to perform.  

- Cooker: cleaned and polished. Hobs and burners washed and scrubbed.  

- Extractor: cleaned and degreased outside  

- Oven: cleaned outside and may be cleaned inside under requesting – extra 
charge  
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Important: You do better checking if your oven is cleaned and working perfectly in 
order to get your deposit back. Replace oven light if necessary. 

Living Room / Dining Room  

All applicable general tasks from 1st board  

Hallway / Stairs 

All applicable general tasks from 1
st
 board 

Hand rails polished 

 
Note:  
- The standard End of Tenancy cleaning package does not cover fully furnished 

properties. If you are leaving behind a considerable quantity of furniture, consider 

having an extra cost. 

 

 


